
PRESS RELEASE. Regarding the suicide of Angela Jaen, 

affected by Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6EZ1pIhpyIo 

 

From the ASSOCIATION OF ELECTROSENSITIVES FOR THE RIGHT TO HEALTH, we are in the sad 

situation of beginning our journey with the death of a person affected by 

electrohypersensitivity. 

 

Angela Martin took her life yesterday, having neither the power nor the wish to live with the 

great affliction that causes this suffering. 

 

After a year of constant searching for a place clear of electromagnetic pollution for part of her 

family, Angela could not tolerate in recent days a new emission source of this type of radiation 

in the home in which she had taken refuge. The symptoms returned strongly with devastating 

effects on her nervous system, and Angela did not have the strength to endure them. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=skusM2xxzYM  

 

We condemn the impassivity and neglect of the appropriate authorities, that Angela was 

forced to flee from the home she lived in due to high levels of radiation from a cell tower 

located 50 meters from her home. Regarding all of this, the authorities of Pinto where she lived 

did not give a single response, despite her petitions and those of her family. In addition, she 

suffered from inadequate attention from health care officials who did not accept the origin of 

her symptoms and treated the problem as psychiatric; this made her situation and suffering 

worse. This case is representative of the suffering that all of us so affected are currently 

experiencing in that we do not find adequate medical treatment nor any institutional assistance 

regarding the uncontrolled increase of this type of radiation that makes us sick. 

 

From the newly-created association Electrosensitives for the Right to Health, we show our 

alarm at these actions, and launch a warning to the general public and to political and health 

authorities of the very serious situation in which we find people with electrohypersensitivity. 

http://timefortruth.es/videos/sos-ehs%C2%B7todos-somos-electrosensibles-documental/ 

 

We call repeatedly: it is an urgent necessity to address this health problem generated by the 

massive uncontrolled exposure to electromagnetic radiation in a society in which it is not 

possible to find a corner free of this pollution; where wireless networks and mobile 

telephones and wireless have invaded every place: hospitals, health centers, trains, subways, 

buses, schools, colleges, homes, etc.; that there are many people who are sick, losing their 

health, their jobs, and their homes, without receiving any support or protection. This is despite 

the warnings of health risks launched in multiple scientific statements,
1
 recommendations of 

the European Union,
2
 and the recent classification of possibly carcinogenic by the WHO.

3
 We 

denounce as well the collusion and absence of intervention regarding this grave public health 

problem on the part of political authorities, who cave in to the pressure from the 



telecommunications industry lobbyists and praise the economic benefits without addressing 

the negative effects of this spreading technology on the health of its citizens, ignoring the 

application of the precautionary principle, which would help make the technology compatible 

with a healthy life. 

 

We encourage everyone affected by electrohypersensitivity to organize, support each other, 

and fight for a dignified life with health, so that no one finds themselves in Angela's situation. 

 

Angela, we are not going to forget you; your death drives us with more force to keep fighting 

for life!  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulL8SyXI47Q  

 

Contact: 

 

Electrosensitives for the Right to Health: 915,656,538. mima@nodo50.org 

 

Family: Angel Martin. (Son). 639138410 

 

 

 

                                                      
1
 http://www.apdr.info/electrocontaminacion/telef_mov_documentos.htm#Declaracions_cientificas 

 
2
 http://www.apdr.info/electrocontaminacion/telef_mov_documentos.htm#Institucions_Europeas 
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 http://www.apdr.info/electrocontaminacion/telef_mov_documentos.htm#OMS.IARC  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


